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Biology from the bottom up

Scientists have overturned the conventional approach to studying cells to instead build life’s
systems from scratch.

E

volution has famously never produced a wheel. Humans famously
did — and have spent much of the time since urging each other
not to reinvent it. This example illustrates a clear difference
between two approaches to problem solving. Nature works with what
it has from the bottom up, and eventually finds a solution through an
inefficient process of trial and error. Nature has never explicitly asked
itself: how can I move this bulk from here to there as quickly and easily as
possible? Hence, no wheeled animals, although plenty of legs, wings and
other ways of getting about. Humans tend to take the opposite approach:
reduce, simplify and break down a complex problem to find the most
efficient solution.
This human framing of a problem is often “It is important
described as top-down analysis, and that’s for researchers
usually how research into cell biology pro- to focus on the
ceeds. Even where the overall intention of benefits of
the science is simply to expand knowledge such ambitious
(compared with the specific task-focused projects, not just
goal of engineering), the cell is too com- the intellectual
plex and sophisticated an object to analyse challenges.”
without being broken down conceptually.
Top down involves a decomposition process. So although a
researcher can make a career out of unpicking the workings of a
cellular machine such as a ribosome or mitochondrion, the starting
point for such projects has always been the role of these structures
in existing cells. The work is directed by the context in which it
originated and into which it will fold back once complete.
Decomposition and working out from the top down how systems
function is a valuable approach, but it might not be the best way to
make a cellular process work better — or to produce a different one
that does the same thing but more effectively. To do that, researchers must be able to put aside the context, the system that evolution
generated, and instead design and construct a system afresh from
component parts, the so-called bottom-up approach.
Take the very real challenge of finding a way to copy the natural
process of photosynthesis — which could revolutionize energy production. As we discuss in a News Feature on page 172, one approach
cell biologists are taking is to mix unusual combinations of enzymes —
including some taken from bacteria and the human liver — to make
different versions of metabolic pathways involved in photosynthesis
and incorporate them into an artificial chloroplast.
That research, and other work in a similar vein, is at the forefront of
bottom-up biology. Biologists, physicists and chemists are attempting
to reconstruct cellular processes by looking afresh at the constituent
parts. In doing so, they argue, bottom-up science can extend the reach
of researchers and
perhaps offer some
novel insight and
A Nature special issue
solutions to longgo.nature.com/bottomupbiology
standing problems.

BOTTOM-UP BIOLOGY

In a special issue this week, Nature brings together a series of
articles that discuss and explore some of the challenges, opportunities and complexity of this emerging field. At its most far-reaching,
bottom-up biology could construct a reproducing artificial ‘cell’
completely from scratch. But it is important for researchers to focus
on the benefits of such ambitious projects, not just the intellectual
or practical challenges. A Comment piece on page 177 urges bottom-up biologists to set their sights on definite applications, such as
artificial blood.
Bottom-up biology is typically seen as different from ‘synthetic biology’, which usually refers to an emerging branch of biotechnology that
aims to assemble some highly derived (synthetic) products by bringing
many separate parts together in complex sequences of elementary
steps. In pursuing this goal, synthetic biology uses both top-down and
bottom-up approaches.
The creation of living systems according to human design throws up
some powerful questions — not least who gets given the responsibility
to do it and how the work and what results from it can be controlled
and regulated. So it’s important that scientists, policymakers and the
public are kept informed and consulted about where this research
could lead. ■

Launch sequence

Life on Earth is to have its DNA analysed in a
welcome conservation effort.

A

n ambitious project launched last week aims to slow the
decline in biodiversity by sampling and decoding the DNA
of every species of plant and animal on Earth. Called the
Earth BioGenome Project, the effort is seeking funding to help it
get off the ground. It is asking for US$4.7 billion to sequence all
1.35 million known eukaryotic species — those with a cell nucleus
enclosed by a membrane — over the next 10 years.
Given the colossal scale of the crisis that faces life on the planet,
genomics might seem an unlikely saviour. Biology has certainly
advanced to a different realm since physicist Ernest Rutherford’s
famous quip that science was either physics or stamp collecting. But
how much — really — can reading the DNA sequences of species
save the organisms from the threat of climate change, the destruction of their habitats or human over-exploitation of natural resources
through fishing and farming? To someone with a hammer, every
problem looks like a nail. Are scientists with DNA-sequencing
machines falling for the same logical fallacy? Is this a project that
is being done because technology means that it now can, rather
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